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SLEUTH AT WORK

Malcolm Shifrin is gather
ing information for a forth
coming book on Britain's
Turkish baths. He has iden
tified over 450 Turkish
baths built in the British
Isles during Victoria's
reign, and more than 75
built since.

With him in the picture
is fellow Ephsoc member
Honor Godfrey, founder of
the Ephemera Society of
Australia and currently
prospective editor of The
Ephemerist, London.

The scene of our photo
graph is at the corner of
London's Imperial Hotel at
the junction of Guilford
Street and Russell Square.

The present hotel
replaces the original built
in 1907 and extended in
1913 when the Turkish
baths were added. These
famous baths were demol
ished in 1966 along with
the old Imperial Hotel. The
baths sported statues still
to be found adorning the
present lmperia/'s drive
way. The pavement mosaic
in the picture is another
trace of this former glory

Malcolm Shifrin writes on
pages 614-618
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Some like it /very)
Only a handful of the hundreds of Turkish

baths built during the reign of Queen

Victoria survive. The story

of these baths, of those built afterwards,

and of those which have long since been

demolished, is of relevance to

historians in many areas of interest.

MALCOLM SHIFRIN, retired librarian, is

piecing together their history for a forth

coming book. He finds that related

ephemera, often the only evidence proving

the existence of an establishment, are

hard to find. He asks for help

hot

Let into the pavement outside the site of the old Imperial Hotel
Turkish bath, this mosaic sign is among the few remaining relics

of the era of the London Turkish bath

The author and editor thank the Public Record Office, Kew for permission
to reproduce the two letterheads, 1878 & 1886, from The Oriental &

General Bath Company of Leeds Ltd (BT31 682/2913), and Amoret Tanner
for the Camden Town Turkish Baths folder
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From the author's collection, this life-size enamel sign epitomizes
London's Turkish bath era. It now graces a wall on the way to
Malcolm Shifrin's own bathroom

The Victorian Turkish bath was certainly Victorian.
But it was not Turkish, and it was quite different
from an ordinary everday common-or-garden bath.

To understand it better, we need to think of a bath as
something enabling the human body (or part of it) to be
immersed in a medium which enables it to be cleansed or
medically treated. Water is the most usual medium, but
sun or mud, for example can also be used. In the (so
called) Turkish bath, the medium is hot dry air.

The Turkish connection arose because David Urquhart,
a brilliant but somewhat eccentric Scottish diplomat who
introduced this bath to the Victorians in 1856, had first
encountered it during his travels in Turkey.

Urquhart was a lifelong sufferer from neuralgia, and the
hot-air bath relieved his pain more effectively than anything
he had previously tried. There was also a romantic streak in
his personality and, in his view, the bath itself was insepara
ble from its associated rituals: shampooing (massage), drink
ing Turkish coffee, and smoking the nargile (hookah).

In fact the baths he found in Turkey were derived from the
thermae of ancient Rome, which were themselves improve-
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ments on earlier baths from other cultures.
Many bathing establishments were built in the British Isles

by the Romans, but they fell into disuse and were gradually
buried in rubble and mud. The extensive excavated remains
of those in the City of Bath are perhaps the most famous.

The crusaders discovered the hammam, an Islamic descen
dant of the thermae, on their travels, and a number of bath
houses, known as bagnios, opened in London after their
return. The Hummums in Covent Garden was one of few
which remained respectable for any length of time; elsewhere
in England the word bagnio came to mean a brothel.

When Urquhart returned from Turkey in 1837 there was
nowhere he could continue his therapeutic use of the bath.
Surprisingly he does not appear at that time, to have tried to
interest anyone in building one. Later, returning from further
travels, this time in Spain and Morocco, he wrote a book, The
Pillars of Hercules, which was published in 1850.

He described a Moorish bath he had visited and, to place
this in context, wrote a complete chapter on bathing and the
bath, including a description of the ritual he had encountered
in Turkey and a comparison between eastern and western atti
tudes to cleanliness.

In 1856 someone lent a copy of Urquhart's book to Dr
Richard Barter, proprietor of St Ann(e)'s Hydro near Blarney,
in County Cork. Barter, who was 'electrified' by what he had
read, wrote to Urquhart offering him men, money, and mate
rials if only he would visit St Ann's and help him to build a
'Turkish' bath for his patients. After several attempts-for
they had great difficulty in raising, and then retaining, the
required temperature-they constructed an acceptable bath.

Barter went on to own, or help set up, several other baths
in Cork, Limerick, Dublin, Killarney and Belfast. Although,
unfortunately, I have yet to locate any, it seems that there
were prospectuses and picture postcards of some of these and,
for St Ann's railway tickets to the hydro's own station.

We cannot say with certainty which was the first such bath
to he opened in England. There were many false claims but it
now seems most likely that credit for this achievement is due
to William Potter who, with Urquhart's assistance, built a
small Turkish bath in Manchester in May 1857.

So far I have identified over 450 Turkish baths built in the
British Isles during Victoria's reign, and more than 75 built
since. There were many more. A major source of information
has been the classified trades section of county and town
directories. However many areas are without classified lists
and there are well-known constraints arising from the use of
directories for this purpose: establishments in poorer districts
are often omitted; lifespans are difficult to assess since dates
of first and last insertions are usually inaccurate; and not all
entries for baths indicate whether Turkish baths are included.
(Try looking for Turkish baths in our present-day Yellow
Pages!) Additionally, we must remember that there were
many Turkish baths to be found in hydropathic establish
ments, hotels, clubs, and ocean liners (such as the Titanic.)

But identifying and dating establishments is only the first
part of the problem. We want to know, for example, what
they looked like and what facilities they had, how they were
built and what they cost, who owned and managed them, who
used them, and when they were open.

Specific Turkish baths are, of course, of interest to local
historians in those areas where they were built, But they also
have a relevance to students of architecture, building and
engineering; to the historian of politics, the phenomenon of
their resurgence gives an unexpected view of the workings of
a political pressure group (as will be seen); and it tells us
about. for example, advertising practices, public relations,
business history, alternative medicine, and social history.

The Turkish bath was one of the places where different
classes mixed freely, a practice which Trollope made use of
in a short story which amusingly describes the ritual practised
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in Urquhart's Jermyn Street Hammam in London.
Many establishments produced descriptive leaflets, and

even booklets, on using their facilities. Ephemera such as
these, together with tariff cards, tickets, broadsheets, posters,
enamelled signs, letterheads, and picture postcards, are known
to have been produced but are extremely difficult to locate,
especially if one's research is conducted, like mine, without
any external funding. Enquiries at fairs produce a standard
answer: 'No-one has ever asked for those before'.

Yet it is the information in such items (for I cannot really
call myself a collector) which is needed if we are to be able to
build a general picture of the world of the Victorian Turkish
bath. Otherwise it is all too easy to assume that the dozen or
so large establishments comprise the generality; in fact, the
majority were quite small baths, and it is these which we par
ticularly need to know about.

I have here emphasised the importance of the information
content of such ephemera to my researches. But for the dedi
cated ephemerist they have, of course, an intrinsic fascination.

Compare the two letterheads of the Oriental & General
Bath Company of Leeds Ltd. The first (1878) shows the amaz
ing Turkish bath designed twelve years earlier by Cuthbert
Brodrick (the building of whose Leeds Town Hall has been so
interestingly described by Asa Briggs in Victorian Cities). The
second shows (1886) the baths as 'improved' in 1882 by the
addition of offices on the first floor. Brodrick, perhaps under
standably, was not involved in the latter work. The baths sur
vived just over 100 years and were demolished in 1969.

Nearly eighty limited liability companies were formed to
build, purchase or manage Turkish baths. Much information
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relating to dissolved companies can be found in the Public
Record Office at Kew. But unfortunately a randomly selected
proportion of their files is periodically destroyed. The early
history of the Savoy Turkish Bath Company (owning seven
establishments) has thus been lost although, elsewhere, an
awesome life-size enamelled sign has survived. The destruc
tion, in 1922, of the Record Office in Dublin has also led to
serious gaps in the history of the Turkish bath in the country
which first revived it.

For this reason, surviving company prospectuses or annual
reports are likely to be full of useful information, often unex
pectedly so. The share application form issued (in late 1862
or early 1863) by the London & Provincial Turkish Bath
Company tells us not only that the company needed more
capital soon after it opened the Hammam, but also gives us
the income and expenditure totals for its first three months'
trading.

Even a share certificate-an increasingly obsolescent type
of document as the dealing process becomes fully comput
erised-contributes to the story and. in conjunction with. for
example, an ephemeral (but in this case. surviving) letter. can
tell us something about those involved in Victorian Turkish
bath companies. What were the hopes and aspirations of
Robert Pell Willson. lodging house keeper of 20 The Lees.
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when he bought ten £l preference shares in the Folkes tone
Turkish & General Baths Co Ltd? Less then a year later the
company secretary, in the light of poor results, wrote asking
for his consent to waive his right to the accumulated dividend
for the year. But he never knew that the situation was to
worsen. for the following year a similar letter from the com
pany secretary (explaining that after three years of losses the
company owed £500) was addressed to his executors.

While several baths were very grand purpose-built edi
fices, a late 1860s poster advertising Lett's Baths shows that
this was one of the far greater number originally built as a
house. I interviewed its last private owner, Leonard Park,
when he was aged 92, and his story of its ownership chain
seems typical. Barnabus Lett opened a swimming pool in
1853, adding the Turkish bath in 1860. In 1876 he sold it to a
newly formed limited company which, only two years later,
sold it to Charles Bartholomew. Leonard's father William.
appointed in 1888 as Bath attendant at another Bartholomew
establishment, bought it from the latter's executors in 1890.
William and Leonard ran it until 1946 when it was compulsorily
purchased by Worcester Council. The Council ran it until
1972 (with Leonard as its first superintendent) after which it
was demolished.

Charles Bartholomew was one of the more important per-
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sons in the history of the Turkish bath. As a barely literate
23-year-old he became a political disciple of Urquhart (after
whom he named one of his sons). An excellent speaker and,
latterly, a prolific writer of pamphlets, with a flair for public
ity, he opened the largest of the early Turkish baths in Bristol
in 1860. The facade of this building survives and hides the
modern offices of Bristol's Planning Department.

W H Smith had shown how a growing railway network had
enabled it to become the first retailing multiple by replicating
its shops in different towns. Bartholomew's letterhead shows
that he had created what was surely one of the first English
service multiples unconnected with financial services. Not
until 1898 did anyone else operate Turkish baths in two dif
ferent towns. Bartholomew bought his Manchester baths in
1875 and maintained a firm hold over his six-branch 'empire'.
By 1882, visiting each establishment regularly, he was travel
ling some 700 miles by rail each week.

James Hurn Faulkner was one of several who had more
than one establishment in the same town. He owned seven in
London (though not all simultaneously) and was also, for a
brief period, lessee of the White Rock Turkish Baths in
Hastings. We know far less about Faulkner than about
Bartholomew, but his tariff card (cl884), with its mention of
stores, hairdressers, baths and hotels, shows him to have been
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something of a one-person mini-conglomerate.
Many establishments must have produced advertising

material similar to Faulkner's. Some, like the colour-printed
folder (1887) from the Camden Turkish Baths, included a
sketch of the interior. Others, like the card for Bartholomew's
establishment in Bath (c1900), used a photograph. This was
taken just before the installation of electric lighting. It shows
the encaustic tiled floor and the unique hand-painted glass
wall and ceiling panels which were to be found in all
Bartholomew's Turkish baths.The card is especially valuable
because it corroborates an artist's impression of the interior to
be found in one of Bartholomew's pamphlets. The same pam
phlet has similar illustrations of his other establishments,
some of which seem rather grandiose. The correspondence
between drawing and photograph in this instance suggests
that the other drawings (for which we have no parallel pho
tographs) may well be reasonably accurate.

Clever businessman though he was, even Bartholomew
made occasional mistakes. Two tickets for the Leicester
Square baths (burnt down in mysterious circumstances in
1930) show that he miscalculated the potential number of
bathers at this establishment. The first ticket was already in
use before he died there in 1889; the second, from the same
batch but suitably amended, was still being used in Bath in
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For those daunted by the mass exposure of the normal public
bath the 30-shilling home cabinet provided privacy, immediate
availability and 'perfect safety' '... this 30/- cabinet is complete

with stove. All you require is about a pennyworth ofmethylated
spirit with which to fill the stove. You set up the cabinet, place
an ordinary kitchen chair inside, put the lighted stove under

neath, and arrange a foot stool close to the chair. You then step
inside with a towel round your neck... '

the 1950s by his successors.
A large proportion of the leaflets and booklets produced by

different establishments showed a certain sameness. They
tended to offer the same hints on how to use the bath, includ
ed the same type of unsolicited testimonials, used the same
arguments to counter the supposed disadvantages of the bath
and, often, exactly the same quotations from the same doctors
advocating its medical worth.

But every so often a poem in praise of the bath is discov
ered, or a more humorous treatment appears. In the 1920s,
David Low, the cartoonist, illustrated an article in the
Evening Standard by Terry (Horace Thorogood) about a visit
to Nevill's Northumberland Road establishment which is so
evocatively illustrated in a monochrome postcard published in
the early 1900s. Nevill's had the article reprinted as a free
booklet which was given to their bathers for many years. This
is the establishment, incidentally, in which Sherlock Holmes
is relaxing at the start of The Adventure of the Illustrious
Client

An earlier (1889) and cruder set of cartoons was similarly
presented to the clients of Benjamin Bell's baths in
Buckingham Palace Road and the Wool Exchange. Called
Jones' First Visit to a Turkish Bath, it was often reprinted.

Not everyone cared to bathe with others and from the
1880s portable Turkish baths, for use at home, were widely
advertised and easily bought from stores or by mail order.
One of the most popular brands was made by the Gem
Supplies Company who issued an illustrated 24 page cata
logue around 1905.

It has been argued that the popularity of such parapherna
lia led to the decline of the public Turkish bath. I rather
doubt this. No small part of the enjoyment of a Turkish bath
is socialising with one's fellow bathers; sweating alone in a
box is boring. Nevertheless, use of the Turkish bath began a
steady decline after World War I, (more probably due to the
increasing provision of bathrooms in the home, and to a
reduction in the size of the leisured class.)

Today prefabricated steam rooms (Russian baths), and the
sauna (dry and humid heat) are considered more economical
to operate. Fortunately a handful of Victorian Turkish baths
are still in use, together with a few built more recently. It
seems important to document the fascinating history of
Urquhart's 'Turkish' bath before it disappears from the
British Isles altogether. ■

Gad, sir!
Britain's awareness of the Turkish bath as a social institution was

forcibly reawakened in the 1930s by the cartoonist David Low.
His creation Colonel Blimp appeared regularly in the Evening

Standard, epitomizing all that was most pompous in British atti
tudes. The character was said to have derived from a conversa

tion overheard by Low during a visit to a Turkish bath: 'Two pink
sweating chaps ofmilitary bearing ... were telling one another

that what Japan did in the Pacific was no business of Britain ... In
the newspapers that morning some colonel or other had written
in protest against the mechanization of cavalry ... insisting that
even if horses had to go ... troops must continue to wear their

spurs in the tanks'. Colonel Blimp had arrived

Gad, sir, Lord Beatty 1s r9hit. we
must build a bi9or navy
ihan "the ertemy ~if
oill uta on-a ,,
he hears werea N 1
building, a
bi9rer navy than! )

he's building,: {

..a

~
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